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Site History

9 Fargate was part of the Victorian 
renaissance of the old town centre, it 
marked the expansion of Fargate that 
took place in the late 1880s. Over time 
the building has gone through a variety 
of different owners and uses. Alongside 
the Black Swan Walk, it originated as 
the site of the Black Swan Public House. 
The land & pub was purchased in 1887 
by A.H. Holland, a provisions merchant 
who was previously at No. 3 Fargate, 
but the site was demolished to make 
room for street widening. 

Construction of the new 9 Fargate 
#&("/� */� &"3-:� ?FFGþ� 8*5)� �)&'<&-%ģ
builder George Longden and Son 
leading the build; the shop was opened 
to the public on 9 November 1889 
selling ‘the highest class goods at the 
lowest possible prices.’

In 1891, the Rutland Institution 
occupied rooms above the shop but 
they later moved out in the later 1890s, 
-&"7*/(� 5)&� &/5*3&� 611&3� =0034� 50� #&�
remodelled as tea rooms. 

In 1910 No. 9 Fargate was sold at auction 
to Skyes and Rhodes, costumiers and 
furriers that remained until 1924. At 
this time, the building was purchased 
by Austin Reed and became a tailors 
shop. The menswear shop was a great 
success and remained there until the 
1970s. Ever since then it has become 
a space where numerous stores use 
*5� 4)035� 5&3.þ� 5)&� 611&3� =0034� -"5&3�
#&$".&�)0.&�50�"�46/ģ5"//*/(�1"3-063�
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remain unoccupied.
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To have a greater understanding of 
the area surrounding No. 9 Fargate, I 
have documented the public activity 
throughout the day. As predicted 
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commonly these are areas where food 
establishments are located.
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routes; along the main Fargate high street, road access from Church Street and along 
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outside the building; there is a taxi ring, several bus & tram stops that allow for ease 
of commuting. 
Numerous shops surround the site, but the eating establishments surrounding the 
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Key:

Bus Stop Tram Stop Taxi Rank Access Routes

Caffè 
NeroStarbucks 

Coffee

Greggs

Hotel 
Chocolat

McDonalds

Feast

Andrews 
Cafe Tea 

Room
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Existing West (Front) Elevation Existing South (Right Side) Elevation Existing North (Left Side) Elevation
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Due to the location of No. 9 Fargate on Chapel Walk & Fargate, the site is a very open public space but there are certain areas 
within and around the site that have a degree of privacy. 
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and private experience among the busy streets.
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The areas highlighted in red are the private spaces inside and outside No. 9 Fargate, these consist of Black Swan Walk 
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The attic has limited access through a ceiling hatch 
-0$"5&%�*/�5)&�45"''�300.�0/�5)&�5)*3%�=003þ�508"3%4�5)&�

front of the building.

Third Floor - Staff Area
�/� 5)&� 5)*3%� =003þ� 5)&3&� *4� $633&/5-:� "� -"3(&� 45"''�
room, storage and two bathrooms for employees & 

customers.

Second Floor - Tanning Salon 
�)&�4&$0/%�=003�)064&4�"�7"3*&5:�0'�5"//*/(�#&%4�"/%�

four hairdressing stations.
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accessed using the stairs located at the rear of the building.
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salon is located in a separate space at the rear of the 

building,
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and multiple storage rooms.
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difference between all of the elevations on the building. Each elevation is 
designed in consideration of hierarchy. 

03�&9".1-&þ�5)&��&45�Đ'30/5đ�&-&7"5*0/�*4�5)&�.045�%&5"*-&%�"/%�453*,*/(�0'�"--�
the sides since it is the most visible to the public. Each window is surrounded 
by pilasters, while some have arch surrounds, adding to the elegance of the 
building. 

�/�5)&�05)&3�)"/%þ�"4�:06�8"-,�%08/�
)"1&-��"-,þ�"-0/(4*%&�5)&��065)�Đ4*%&đ�
elevation, only some of the windows only have window toppers; none of the 
windows has pilasters or arch surrounds.

635)&3.03&þ�"-0/(�5)&�	-"$,��8"/��"-,þ�5)&��035)�Đ�*%&đ�&-&7"5*0/�)"4�/0�
%&$03"5*0/4� 463306/%*/(� 5)&�8*/%084ÿ� �)*4� 4*(/*<$"/5� %&$-*/&� */� %&5"*-� *4�
due to the side elevations having limited visibility as they are located down 
"--&:8":4ÿ�
)"1&-��"-,�"$54�"4�"�8&--ģ64&%�4)035$65�#&58&&/�"3("5&�"/%�
Norfolk Street, hence the minor details surrounding the windows.
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Comparing the front elevation to the right elevation, it’s clear that there 
is a slight decrease in the detail surrounding the windows. Only a limited 
amount of windows have window toppers and facade decoration below 
the window; none of the windows on this elevation has pilasters or arch 
463306/%4ÿ��)&4&�4*(/*<$"/5�$)"/(&4�*/�5)&�-&7&-�0'�%&5"*-�"3&�%6&�50�5)&�
elevation having minimal visibility, this is because the elevation runs 
along the side of Chapel Walk that acts as a secluded shortcut to Norfolk 
Street.
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notable are the numerous windows that have been completely or partially 
blocked up to make room for vents. Furthermore, there is also a drastic 
lack of detail on the whole elevation, much less around the windows 
5)&.4&-7&4ÿ� �)&4&� 4*(/*<$"/5� $)"/(&4� "3&� %6&� 50� 5)&� /035)� &-&7"5*0/�
running along the length of Black Swan Walk, which is used as a rear 
service entrance to countless businesses.
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immersed dining experience, with the addition 
0'� ĉ�064&� 0'� �Ñ30Ċþ� "� #065*26&� )05&-þ� 5)&:� 0''&3� "/�
exclusive city break.

Jöro Restaurant

�)&�3&45"63"/5�*4�"/�01&/ģ1-"/�41"$&�5)"5�*4�%&4*(/&%�
as an immersed dining experience. While many 
restaurants tend to either serve an à la carte menu 
of larger dishes or a longer tasting menu of smaller 
0/&4þ��Ñ30Ċ4�0''&34�Cþ�F�"/%�?>ģ$0634&�5"45*/(�.&/64ÿ�
The food and drinks on these limited menus are 
1"$,&%�'6--�0'�="7063�"/%�%&&1-:�3&=&$5�5)&�6/*26&�
atmosphere and personality of the restaurant & its 
employees.

The restaurant aims to offer a comfortable 
experience that welcomes guests of all ages, one 
of the main attributes of achieving this is having no 
set dress code. 

The space itself, while limited in size, is a buzz of 
activity. Throughout the space there is a continuous 
=08�0'�.64*$�"/%�-"6()5&3þ�8*5)�5)&�"%%*5*0/�0'�"/�
open kitchen, there is a welcoming atmosphere 
from the moment you step into the building.

House of Jöro

With the new addition of ‘House of Jöro’ in June 
2021, the business continues to grow into an even 
more welcoming space. With people travelling 
to great lengths to visit, it became a clear idea to 
open a hotel for people wanting to experience the 
6/*26&�</&�%*/*/(�"5��Ñ30Ċ4ÿ��)&3&�"3&�B�#&"65*'6--:�
designed rooms available to book that are only a 
walk away from the Jöro restaurant. 

Study of the buildings

�)&��Ñ30Ċ4�3&45"63"/5�*4�4*56"5&%�0/�5)&�(306/%�=003�
0'�5)&��3:/,-�%&7&-01.&/5ÿ��$$&44�50�5)&�3&45"63"/5�
is through the entrance tunnel that sits directly off 
Shalesmoor road. Guests are welcomed into the 
moody atmosphere of the restaurant where there 
is a distinct sound of music, talking and laughing. 

Throughout the restaurant, there are several two 
"/%�'063ģ4&"5&3�5"#-&4ÿ��)*4�&/463&4�5)&�41"$&�*4�/05�
07&3$308%&%�"/%�5)"5�(6&454�$"/�&/+0:�5)&*3�.&"-4�
comfortably. A complimentary mixture of wood and 
concrete is used throughout the space with warm 
tones. This is a stark contrast to the robust shipping 
$0/5"*/&34�5)"5�)064&�5)&��3:/,-�&45"#-*4).&/5ÿ

Further down the road, the Jöro’s hotel is located 
0/��"-*/%"��53&&5� */� 5)&��"-"5*/&��"3%&/4ÿ��064&�
of Jöro is designed to use the same materials as 
those in the restaurant, this ensures consistency 
throughout both locations. Although guests will 
stay overnight in a separate location, they always 
feel connected to the Jöro’s experience.

J ö r o
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Westcombe cheddar & onion croustade
 &--08</�56/"�$30645"%&
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)"8"/.64)*þ�)";&-/65�ŉ�"11-&
Sake cured hamachi, yuzu ponzu, turnip & shiso

Spelt porridge with chestnut mushrooms & 
Vacche Rosse

Cornish cod with smoked haddock, dill & crème 
fraiche sauce

�3,/&:�4$"--01�*/�5)"*�3&%�4"6$&�8*5)�+"4.*/&�3*$&

�04)*)*,"3*�464)*�3*$&þ�5&3*:",*��035-&:��"(:6�3*#þ�
26"*-Ċ4�:0-,�ŉ�%"4)*

Saddle of Wortley lamb, pickled seaweed, raita of 
wasabi & wild garlic

�0.#6�*$&�$3&".
Tomlinson’s Yorkshire forced rhubarb & custard
Pink lady toffee apple with parkin & bay leaf ice 

cream
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Luxurious Swedish Inspired Fine Dining Restaurant
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I will focus on building up the anticipation of the experience ahead and ways that I can draw peoples attention during the evenings.

Project Objectives:
ģ��/463&�5)&�41"$&�*4�64&3�'3*&/%-:þ�8)*-&�."*/5"*/*/(�"�-6963*064�&91&3*&/$&
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Chestnut Wood Surfaces

Brushed Black Aluminium

�)*5&��"3#-&��*-&4

Brushed Gold Accents

Black Plaster Walls







Proposed Basement Floor Plan - Staff Area

Proposed Ground Floor Plan - Entrance

Proposed First Floor Plan - Kitchen

Proposed Second Floor Plan - Guest Bathroom

Proposed Third Floor Plan - Restaurant & Bar

Proposed Fourth Floor Plan - Double Height Space
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Key:
1 - Bar & dumbwaiter lift area
2 - Restaurant
3 - Unisex guest bathroom
4 - Seating area
5 - Cooking area
6 - Prep & dumbwaiter lift area
7 - Cold room
8 - Walk-in freezer
9 - Cleaning area
10 - Guest greeting area
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12 - Staff area
13 - Storage
14 - Staff toilets
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Proposed Basement Floor Plan - Staff Area

Proposed Ground Floor Plan - Entrance

Proposed First Floor Plan - Kitchen

Proposed Second Floor Plan - Guest Bathroom

Proposed Third Floor Plan - Restaurant & Bar

Proposed Fourth Floor Plan - Double Height Space

L I G H T I N G  L A Y O U T  P L A N

Ceiling Light Fixture

Wall-Mounted Light Fixture

Fluorescent Strip Lighting

Stair Mounted Light

Under Cabinet Lighting

Handrail Mounted Strip Lighting

Key:



Proposed North (Left Side) ElevationProposed West (Front) Elevation Proposed South (Right Side) Elevation



Proposed Section A-A





Clear Glass
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Proposed Section D-D
1:50 scale
New window frame supports

Detail of Section D-D
1:20 scale
New window frame reinforcements

2no 254 x 254mm universal columns

2no 254 x 254mm universal columns

2no 254 x 254mm 
universal columns

Guests enter through the front doors located on Fargate and follow the gold walkway to 
the two employees at the end of the room. They proceed to be checked in by one of the 
employees using a handheld tablet, one of the employees will then escort the guests into 
5)&�-*'5þ�453"*()5�50�5)&�5)*3%�=003�"/%�%*3&$5-:�50�5)&*3�3&4&37&%�5"#-&ÿ��)&�4&$0/%�&.1-0:&&�
8*--� 3&."*/�0/� 5)&�(306/%�=003�"8"*5*/(�"/:�.03&�(6&454þ�&/463*/(�"�130'&44*0/"-�"/%�
seamless arrival, while maintaining the restaurant’s appearance.

 

 

 

CHAPEL WALK
BLACK SWAN WALK
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B A I L E Y S    O F    F A R G A T E

New full-height windows to be inserted into the Black Swan Walk wall, new frame supports are to be installed 
(Proposed Section D-D & Detail of Section D-D)



Guests are escorted into the elevator by one of the employees at the entrance, 
5)&:�"3&�(6*%&%�50�5)&*3�5"#-&�*/�5)&�3&45"63"/5�0/�5)&�5)*3%�=003ÿ��)&�&-&7"503�*4�5)&�
main means of transportation throughout the building, access to the basement 
"/%�<345�=003� *4� 3&453*$5&%�50�&.1-0:&&4�0/-:�64*/(�"�,&:�$"3%ÿ��)&�"-5&3/"5*7&�
access route through the building is the service stairs that wrap around the 
&-&7"503�4)"'5þ�5)&4&�45"*34�"-40�"$5�"4�5)&�<3&�&9*5�45"*34�ģ�"$$&44�50�5)&�%0034�"/%�
45"*34�"3&�,&15�$-&"3�0/�&"$)�=003ÿ

 

Proposed Section C-C
1:20 scale
�&37*$&�ŉ�<3&�&9*5�45"*38":

LED downlight

Staircase above

Head height 
between staircases 
ranging from 2000 

- 3300mm

Brushed gold stair trim

LED stair lights on treads

900mm 
handrail

LED lights under handrail

�)&� (0-%� =003� 8"-,8":� %&4*(/� */� 5)&� 3&45"63"/5� &/53"/$&� 8"4�
inspired by the art deco print attached below and the concept of a 

red carpet entrance but suited to the overall building design.



Once inside the restaurant the 
guests are shown to their reserved 
table. There are three 2-seater 
tables and eight 4-seater tables 
for guests to reserve. It is a table 
service restaurant, food and drinks 
orders are taken at the table by 
an experienced waiter. While the 
drinks are prepared at the bar 
towards the end of the room; the 
food orders are sent down to the 
,*5$)&/� -0$"5&%� 0/� 5)&� <345� =003ÿ�
The food orders are then delivered 
'30.�5)&�<345�=003�50�5)&�5)*3%�=003�
using the dumbwaiter lifts located 
in the bar area, the order is then 
taken to the tables by the waiters 
and waitresses.



5990mm

1495mm

1495mm

830mm

770mm

2900mm

560mm

4760mm

Proposed Section B-B
Double height restaurant space



�)&�(6&45�#"5)300.4�"3&�-0$"5&%�0/�5)&�4&$0/%�=003þ�+645�#&-08�5)&�
restaurant. There are two access points to the bathrooms, guests 
can either use the elevator or stairs to access the unisex bathrooms. 
�)&�<7&�#"5)300.�45"--4þ�0/&�0'�8)*$)�*4�"�%*4"#-&%��
þ�"3&�-0$"5&%�
between the two walls of sinks.






